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Introduction

One of the first industry standards developed in the United

States to meet regulatory agency criteria for the design and

installation of nuclear power plant control and instrumentation

systems was prepared by the Institute of Electrical and Elec-

tronics Engineers, Inc., abbreviated IEEE. This was IEEE

Std. 279, first issued in 1968. It was subsequently revised j

and reissued as IEEE Std.279-1971 "IEEE Standard: Criteria for j

Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations". '

Not only has the implementation of this standard had a tremendos

impact on nuclear power plant design in the United States, it

has teen the base document from which subsequent IEEE nuclear

standards have been developed.

Three major concepts which are addressed by IEEE 279, and

which have had a major impact upon control and instrumentation

systems in nuclear power plants are the following:

Single Failure Criterion

Equipment Qualification

Channel Independence
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"Briefly these concepts impose the following requirements;

1. Single Failure Criterion

This states that any single failure within the protection

system shall not prevsnt proper protective action when

required. " This has resulted in furnishing protection sys-

tem redundancy and the capability of such systems to meet

design basis events;

2. Equipment Qualification •

This requires that test data and analysis be available to

verify that protection system equipment shall meet their

performance requirements, including their functional

capability under extremes of conditions relating to environ-

ment, energy supply, malfunctions, and accidents: i.e.

design basis events.

3 . Channel Independence

This requires that redundant channels that provide the same
• protective functions shal l be independent and physically

separated. .-
t

Bach of these concepts has resulted in the development of sub-

sequent IEEE Nuclear Standards. The impactjof some of these

on control and instrumentation systems (will iiovTbe}discussed.

1. Single Failure Criterion

Related Standards are:

IEEE 279-1971 Criteria for Protection Systems

IEEE 379-1972 Application of Single Failure Criterion
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The purpose of IEEE 279 was to establish minimum requirements

for the safety related functional performance and reliability

of protection systems for nuclear power generating stations-

As intended by IEEE 279» the protection system covers the

reactor protective signal system, which included those signals

that initiate reactor trip, and that in the event of a serious

reactor accident, initiate engineered safety feature systems,

such as containment isolation, core spray, safety injection,

pressure reduction, and air cleaning. The scope of the protec-

tion system includes process to sensor coupling (such as instru-

ment line, sensing line, temperature element well), sensors,

and signal conditioning and decision logic circuits. Hot included

are actuation devices (such as motor starters, circuit breakers,

pilot valves), or actuated equipment, (such as motors, pumps,

and valves).

In order to meet the single failure criterion, as covered by

IEEE 279, it has been necessary to provide protection systems

with redundancy. However, it should be emphasized that to be

assured of the reliable and acceptable operation of a protective

function when required, (such as reduce power, isolate contain-

ment, or cool the core), the single failure criterion of IEEE

279 has to be extended to include actuation devices and actuated

equipment. In a similar manner other criteria of IEEE 279 have

been applied to actuation devices and actuated equipment, such

as electric power circuits and equipment, and mechanical equip-

ment. In other words, the application of IEEE 279 hás been

extended from protections systems only, to electrical and

mechanical systems also.

What is meant by redundancy? To what extent. should it be applied

How do you meet the single failure criterion? These are question

that had to be answered, and to provide assistance, IEEE 379 was

developed, Trial-Use Guide for the Application of the Single.

Failure Criterion.

_i
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First this standard explains-the philosophy of redundancy

by stating that an objective in the design of a protection

system vill be that the single failure of a' component or

channel will not interfere with the proper operation of its

redundant counterpart. However, this raises, many questions

as to what constitutes a single failre. For instance does

a pipe failure that destroys one redundant electrical circuit

constitute a single failre? This question is clarified by.

IEEE 379 under the heading "Design Basis Events and Single

Failures11. This states that a design basis event that

results in the need for protective action may cause failure

of protection system components. CSuch could be the case

of a main steam or feedwater line break). If analysis

indicates that such would be the case, the protection system

failure is considered to be a condition of the event; it is

not considered to be the allowable single failure.

What does this mean? It means that the protection system

roust be able to tolerate one single failure in addition to

any failure caused by the event. The major impact of this

requirement is that unless the protection systems are

capable of meeting design basis events without failure, the

system must be capable of meeting two failures. The alterna-

tive is to design the system and components to meet all

design basis events so that only the single failure criterion

need then be considered. ' '

Design basis events may be natural phenomena such as tempe-

rature, earthquakes, wind and tornadoes, floods, etc.; and

postulated phenomena such as accident environment, fires,

accident missiles, equipment maintenance outage, etc.

There are two ways to meet these design basis event conditions

One is to protect system installations by such means as

utilizing pipe restraints to prevent pipe whip, or by the

installation of barriers to provide mechanical protection.

The other is to provide protection system components that

can withstand the effects of design basis events. This
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leads us to the second important concept,

2. Equipment Qualification

Related standards are:

IEEE 323-1971/1974 Qualifying Class IE Equipment

IEEE 344-1971/1975 Seismic Qualification of Class IE

Equipment.

When considering the above two standards there is another

term, Class IE, which must be understood. The term was

first introduced in'IEEE Std. 308-1970 and subsequently

revised in IEEE Std. 308-1974, IEEE Standard Criteria for

Class IE Power Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

Class IE is presently defined.' as "The safety classification

.of the electric equipment and systems that are essential to

emergency reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor

core cooling, and containment and reactor heat removal, or

otherwise"'are essential in preventing significant release

of radioactive material ;. to the environment. This means

that all electric portions of the protection systems

comes under this classification, as well as other electric

circuits and apparatus. Many additional IEEE nuclear

standards therefore address themselves to Class IE equipment,

which is more extensive than protection systems alone.

Basically equipment qualification provides assurance that

Class IE equipment, including protection system equipment,

is qualified to meet, on a continuing basis, the performance

requirements necessary for achieving the system requirements»

This means it shall maintain necessary functional capability

under extremes of conditions relating to environment, energy

supply, malfunctions and accidents. In other words, the

systems must have functional capability before, during, and

after a design basis event.
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In order to provide guidance with respect to equipment

qualification, IEEE 323 and 344 were developed. These in

turn have introduced some concepts for- qualification that

have been of a varying degree of difficulty for manufactures

to meet. In general, it is desirable to qualify prototype

equipment that is representative of equipment to be used in

plant installations, and to qualify it for operating and

environmental conditions that represents a worst case condit
«
for all installations.

Basically the conditions for which qualification is required

are the following: '

Normal operation for the life of the plant (generally 40 ¡

years). . • • j

Operation during a design basis event (such an event occur is

at any time during the life of the plant).

Operation after a design -basis event for the time required f

the plant to be in a safe, stable condition (again occuring

at any time during the life of the plant).

Qualification of equipment located outside of the containmerj

presents the fewest problems since this presents an environ-

ment that may be considered somewhat "normal", except possil

for seismic considerations. For many types of equipment,

there may be sufficient past operating experience on similai

equipment and installations to provide all but seismic

qualification. For these* the most difficult task may be

to demonstrate qualification for the life of the plant, '

particularly if past experience has not been of sufficient

duration. This raises the concept of "aging", whose

objective is to place equipment in an advanced life conditic

in a short period of time, so that it may be tested or

analized to demonstrate its capability €o function at the ei

of the plant life. Aging is perhaps the most controversial

and difficult concept introduced in IEEE 323-1974, and in
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.fact a supplement to the "Foreword" of IEEE-323 was issued

to clarify and expand on the subject. Basically aging

qualification may be addressed by operating experience,

analysis, combined analysis and test, or by on going

qualification. Needless to say, this is a subject to

which a complete paper could well be devoted and which has

the equipment manufacturers still searching for suitable

procedures for aging certain types of equipment.

Seismic qualification has also caused the industry consider-

able problems to demonstrate that equipment is- capable of

properly functioning during and after a design basis earth-

quake. Structures can be readily analyzed, but complex ope:

ating equipment such as control boards with their instrument

ation, switchgear, valve operators, etc», do not lend them-

selves to analysis and require testing, or a combination of

testing and analysis for satisfactory qualification. IEEE-

344 was therefore developed to provide guidance in this

specific category of qualification. Presently if equipment

can be tested and its functions monitored on a seismic test

table in accordance with IEEE 344-1975, qualification be-

comes only an expense but not a problem. For equipment

that cannot be tested, on a shaker table, such as large dies

generators, seismic qualification becomes a complex and maj'

endeavor, including combinations of analysis and testing.

This whole subject of seismic qualification has been the

subject of numerous papers. ••

Qualification of equipment within the containment presents

the same problems of aging and seismic qualification, but

qualifications must also be for a much more hostile environ

meht, both for normal operation and particularly for loss

of coolant accident conditions (LOCA). For normal conditio

higher operating temperatures and radiation exposure must-

be considered. For LOCA conditions, temperatures up to 170

may be experienced, a total radiation dosage may go as high



as 150 megarads, containment pressure may rise to 5 Kg/cm

and there can be the presence of steam and chemical.sprays.

Equipment required to function during and after these

conditions basically have to be qualified by tests that

simulate these services conditions, after seismic qualifi-

cation and suitable aging. However a LOCA and seismic

occurance are not postulated to occur simultaneously. During

the testing, equipment that will be required to function

during a LOCA, must be energized or operated to verify its

functional capability. This has required some very special

testing facilities to produce the simultaneous environmental

conditions required for qualification, and equipment sise

. certainly places limitations on such facilities.

The single failure criterion and equipment qualification

requirements have been discussed relative to their impact

on protection system equipment and design, but to assure

meeting the single failure criterion, we must consider:

3. Channel Independence

The related standard is:

IEEE 384^1974 Criteria for Separation of Class J.E Equipment

and Circuits.

Channel Independence is achieved by providing separation of

redundant Class IE equipment and interconnecting circuits

from their redundant counterparts. Its basic function is

to prevent trouble or malfunctions in one redundant channel,

or division from.causing unacceptable influences in other

redundant channels or divisions. Until the development of

IEEE 384, there had been very little guidance available for

. establishing separation criteria. IEEE 384 addresses three

basic concepts:

V"
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Separation between redundant Class IE circuits

Separation between Class IE and non-Class IE circuits

Separation requirements for Associated circuits

The classification "Associated Circuits" was first introduced

by IEEE 384, and has probably caused the most problems with

respect to implementation of the standard. To fully under-

stand its.impact, it is necessary to define it as follows:

"Non-Class IE circuits that share power supplies, enclosuresr
or raceways with Class IE circuits, or are not physically

separated from Class IE circuits by acceptable separation

distance or barriers". Prior to issuance of the» standard,

there had been much consideration given to the separation

of redundant Class IE circuits both between themselves and

from non-Class IE circuits that had no association with

Class IE. However, such circuits as computer and annunciator

inputs, non-safety related instrumentation, non-safety

related control interlocks, non-Class IE load feeders, etc.

that were connected to Class IE devices or equipment had

not been given such special consideration. Since the functio

of these circuits was non-Class IE and since they terminate

at non-Class IE equipment, they were not felt to need special

separation requirements. However, by the definition given

in IEEE 384, these types of circuits have to be considered

associated circuits. To understand the impact this has had

on circuit design and separation, it is necessary to know

the criteria that applies to associated circuits, which are:

1} They shall be uniquely identified as associated, and >

shall remain with or be separated the same as the

Class IE circuits with which they are associated.

2) They shall be in accordance with the above from the

Class IE equipment to and including an isolation device.

Beyond the isolation device they are considered non-

Class IE. .

l̂,.-
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3) They shall be analyzed or tested to demonstrate that

Class IE circuits are not de.raded below an acceptable

level.

Exactly what requirements do these criteria impose? The

difficulties in meeting the first requirement is that one

end of the associated circuit terminates- at a non-Class IE

device such as the annunciator or computer, where non-Class

IE circuits also terminate. This presents great if not .

impossible difficulties in maintaining circuit separation

requirements within the device.' One possibility of course

would be to utilize two- devices, one for associated and Class

IE circuits and one for non-Class IE circuits, but this

raises the -objection of excess cost and a sacrifice in

optimum configurations of equipment.

. The use of an isolation device was considered a good answer

for many applications, such as non-Class IE power feeders

originating from Class IE switchgear or motor control centers,

It was thought that the feeder circuit breaker could well

serve as an isolation device. It should be noted, however,

that acceptable isolation devices are not identified in IEEE

384, mainly because a consensus -of opinion could not be

established. However, the USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.75,

Physical Independence of Electric Systems, specifically

excludes as acceptable isolation devices, interrupting

devices actuated only by fault current. This exclusion of

overcurrent operated circuit breakers has led to many

circuit design changes, investigation of many other types of

devices to provide isolation, and even the utilization of

non-Class IE diesel generators to provide emergency power

to essential loads that are not Class IE.
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Regulatory Guide 1,75 does permit the use of circuit

breakers as isolation devices if they are tripped on

receipt of a signal other than one derived from fault

.currents i.e. an accident signal. Thus non-Class IE

loads can be connected to a Class IB bus through a

qualified circuit breaker that meets these conditions.

However this has the disadvantage of such loads not

having a source of power during ah accident* Further

interpretation of the regulatory guide does permit

the manual reconnection, under administrative control,

of the circuit breaker after it has been trippedr but

this administrative control requires verification that

the non-Class .IE circuits are undamaged and free from

electrical faults. This still has the disadvantage of

temporary interruption of power to the non-Class IE

circuits, which may be an unacceptable condition.

Another approach has been to provide two diverse circuit

breakers in series, with specific and restrictive tripping

conditions and coordination characteristics, or as

mentioned previously, a separate non-Class IE emergency

power supply can be furnished, as is being done on some

projects here in Spain. However the economics of providing

an additional diesel generator have to be considered.

For signal and control circuits, devices such as electro-

mechanical relays, fiber optics, or isolation amplifiers

are being considered and used as isolation devices.

The third criteria of testing and analyzing associated

circuits also raises numbers of questions and problems.

For instance, what are the conditions and parameters for

testing, such as short circuits, voltage transients, or

other phenomena that can occur in power plant circuits?
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T-fnat is the basis and justification for analysis, such

as the postulation of worst possible conditions? It

seesis that it is always possible to conceive of a set

of conditions worse than have been analyzed.

What constitutes acceptable isolation devices, how they

can be qualified and suitably applied in1 circuit design '

and how circuits can be acceptably analyzed is an extensive

topic in itself and has been the subject of numerous other

papers.' At the present, there does not seem to be any one

clear cut, easy solution»

These are some of the problems the nuclear industry in

the United States faces in trying to design and build

reliable and safe nuclear power plants, within reasonable

schedules and costs. From the concept of the single failure

criteria, to provide for safe and reliable plant operation,

much additional criteria has evolved and is applied not

only to protection systems but safety related systems.

In fact, to provide broader guidance in this respect,

IEEE Std. 603, Proposed Trial Use Standard, Criteria for

Safety Systems has been prepared and published. This

standard encompasses not only the protection system, but

Class IE systems and associated mechanical and instrument-

ation systems. After its trial use period, IEEE 603 is

intended to replace IEEE 279.

The standards discussed here, and the numerous other IEEE

nuclear standards provide criteria and guidance in achieving

reliable and safe plant systems, but they only partially

provide answers on how industry can meet their requirements.

This means there is a continuing effort by the nuclear

industry in the United States to develop and improve

techniques to achieve these results.


